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A talk by Dr. Subramanian Swamy was held at Dwarakadhish Temple,  Parlin, NJ on 

Friday Aug 18, 2007 between 8 and 10 PM.  The topic of the talk was 'Hindus Under 

Siege – The Way Out' which  was attended by about 200 people from NJ, NY.  

 

 
 

 

 

Dr. Swamy alerted that Hindus are undergoing a siege by multiple forces.  From religious 

perspective,  Dr. Swamy mentioned how head of Kanchi mutt, Swami Jayendra Saraswati 

was treated like a common criminal in spite of no evidence could be produced against 

him even today after more than 2 years.  He said that the arrest was forced on then 

Tamilnadu CM at the behest of Sonia Gandhi.  Sonia was working as an agent of 

missionaries who felt Swami Jayendra Saraswati as a threat since he was bringing Dalits 

into Hindu mainstream in Tamilnadu.    He also mentioned that when politicians are 

jailed were treated as VIPs and housed in luxurious guest house such as a guest house in  

Kodaikanal resort area,  Swami Jayendra Saraswati was treated like a common criminal.  

 

From psychological perspective, he mentioned how Hindu icons are rubbished in the 



Indian media.   From physical perspective he spoke about targeting of Hindus in all the 

terrorist activities.  He gave the example of Bombay train blasts in which 99% of the 

victims were  Hindus.  It was later found that terrorists specifically targeted the upper 

class compartments used mostly by Gujarati Businessmen who are Hindus.  While 

worship places are attacked, it is places like Akshara Dam.   Today half million Kashmiri 

Hindus are refugees in their own country for more than 12 years.   

 

From religious conversion perspective, he mentioned how UPA Govt controlled by 

Congress party disallowed Israel Rabbis who tried to  reconvert one of the lost Jewish 

tribes  in Mizoram  who were converted to Christians by British many years ago.  The 

same Government now allows thousands of missionaries who are freely engaging in 

conversion of Hindus in many parts of India.  He also mentioned how in various small 

pockets of Tamilnadu where Muslims gained majority and won local elections,  and  

refuse to provide civic amenities to Hindus until they convert.  He said the secularism is 

valid only when Hindus are 80% or more.  Once Hindus are minority, they have to 

convert to survive.  

 

What is the way out?  Firstly, Dr. Swamy puts the blame squarely on Hindu community 

itself.   He questioned Hindus why they could be persecuted even if they are more than 

80% in India whereas 20% Muslims interests are well protected.  The answer he says is 

lack of Hindu mindset among Hindus.  Hindus does not feel the camaraderie with other 

Hindus.  For e.g, every Hindu should feel that when a Kashmiri Pandit is terrorized it 

should hurt them as though their own is terrorized.    

 

He also gave the following suggestions: 

 

Every Hindu should vote such a way that they vote only to those who protect their 

interests.   Hindus should have a Hindu identity.   

 

When any Hindu places of worship are targeted, such as Akshara Dham, Hindus should 

also target the places of worship of the terrorists and should also follow up wiping their 

safe havens.  He mentioned a terrorist will only reason with retaliation and gave 

examples of how weak nerved governments caving into terrorists demands resulted into 

more deaths of the people.  He mentioned that retaliation should be so strong that they 

will think twice before attacking second time.  

 

He said that Sanskrit should be learnt by every Hindu and taught to their children.  

Sanskrit is part of most Indian languages and is integral part of Sanatana Dharma.  It is 

the language of our scriptures and our samskriti.  

 

He said that every Indian should accept they are either a Hindu or someone whose 

ancestor is a Hindu.    Otherwise they belong to Pakistan or Bangladesh. 

 

The talk also included a 10 minutes video on the ethnic cleansing of Kashmiri Pandits by 

Islamic terrorists and FACT (Foundation Against Continued Terrorism) exhibition on 

ethnic cleansing in Kashmir.  This exhibition was also shown earlier at US Capitol Hill to 



US Congressmen and Senators.  

 

The video, photos and press release are also available at  http://savetemples.org. 


